NA~BA

2019 Band Contest Adjudicator Form
Saturday

First E
First

Band:
Section:

1st Selection Title: Another World's Hell - Simon Dobson
Using the criteria below for reference, rate the performance using a scale from 1-100 and provide comments where indicated.

TONE QUALITY: Consider resonance, control, clarity and focus
INTONATION: Accuracy of printed pitches
RHYTHM: Consider accuracy of note and rest values, duration, pulse, steadiness,

precision, correctness of meters.
TECHNIQUE: Consider artistry, attacks, releases, control of ranges, articulation,
musical and/or mechanical skill
INTERPRETATION: Consider style, phrasing, tempo dynamics, emotional involvement
GENERAL COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS:

(Use back of form or attach additional pages if necessary)
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2019 Band Contest Adjudicator Form
Saturday

First E
First

Band:
Section:

2nd Selection Title: The Torchbearer - Peter Graham
Using the criteria below for reference, rate the performance using a scale from 1-100 and provide comments where indicated.

TONE QUALITY: Consider resonance, control, clarity and focus
INTONATION: Accuracy of printed pitches
RHYTHM: Consider accuracy of note and rest values, duration, pulse, steadiness,

precision, correctness of meters.
TECHNIQUE: Consider artistry, attacks, releases, control of ranges, articulation,
musical and/or mechanical skill
INTERPRETATION: Consider style, phrasing, tempo dynamics, emotional involvement
GENERAL COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS:
(Use back of form or attach additional pages if necessary}
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2019 Band Contest Adjudicator Form
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First
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1 Selection Title: Another World's Hell - Simon Dobson
Using the criteria below for reference, rate the performance using a scale from 1-100 and provide comments where indicated.

TONE QUALITY: Consider resonance, control, clarity and focus
INTONATION: Accuracy of printed pitches
RHYTHM: Consider accuracy of note and rest values, duration, pulse, steadiness,

precision, correctness of meters.
TECHNIQUE: Consider artistry, attacks, releases, control of ranges, articulation,
musical and/or mechanical skill
INTERPRETATION: Consider style, phrasing, tempo dynamics, emotional involvement
GENERAL COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS:
{Use back of form or attach additional pages if necessary)
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2019 Band Contest Adjudicator Form
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2nd Selection Title: The Torchbearer - Peter Graham
Using the criteria below for reference, rate the performance using a scale from 1-100 and provide comments where indicated.

TONE QUALITY: Consider resonance, control, clarity and focus
INTONATION: Accuracy of printed pitches
RHYTHM: Consider accuracy of note and rest values, duration, pulse, steadiness,

precision, correctness of meters.
TECHNIQUE: Consider artistry, attacks, releases, control of ranges, articulation,
musical and/or mechanical skill
INTERPRETATION: Consider style, phrasing, tempo dynamics, emotional involvement
GENERAL COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS:
(Use back of form or attach additional pages if necessary)
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First E
First

1st Selection Title: Another World's Hell - Simon Dobson
Using the criteria below for reference, rate the performance using a scale from 1-100 and provide comments where indicated.

TONE QUALITY: Consider resonance, control, clarity and focus
INTONATION: Accuracy of printed pitches
RHYTHM: Consider accuracy of note and rest values, duration, pulse, steadiness,

precision, correctness of meters.
TECHNIQUE: Consider artistry, attacks, releases, control of ranges, articulation,
musical and/or mechanical skill
INTERPRETATION: Consider style, phrasing, tempo dynamics, emotional involvement
GENERAL COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS:
(Use back of form or attach additional pages if necessary)
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2nd Selection Title: The Torchbearer - Peter Graham
Using the criteria below for reference, rate the performance using a scale from 1-100 and provide comments where indicated.

TONE QUALITY: Consider resonance, control, clarity and focus
INTONATION: Accuracy of printed pitches
RHYTHM: Consider accuracy of note and rest values, duration, pulse, steadiness,

precision, correctness of meters.
TECHNIQUE: Consider artistry, attacks, releases, control of ranges, articulation,
musical and/or mechanical skill
INTERPRETATION: Consider style, phrasing, tempo dynamics, emotional involvement
GENERAL COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS:
{Use back of form or attach additional pages if necessary)

